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Important remarks:

• Problem sets can be found at http://jorgeponce.wordpress.com/teaching/cf-

m1-tse/

• I will grade you for your participation during the tutorials (specially during

de second tutorial in which we will discuss a case study) and for your answers

to this homework.

• Deadline: May 7, 2009 - 14h00 (at the beginning of the TD).

• Short and precise answers will obtain higher grades!

Exercises:

Exercise 1 Consider the case study (Pan-Europa Foods S.A) as well as the role-play

game we played during the second TD and answer (briefly) the following questions:

(i) To rank projects, do we really need to look at the returns, paybacks, and

NPVs? Can we just “eyeball” the list of proposals and choose those that are most

attractive?

(ii) What are the investment measures in Exhibit 3, and what do they measure?

(iii) If you use purely economic considerations, what is the resulting ranking of

the 11 projects? Are the rankings identical? Why or why not?

(iv) List some reasons to explain why teams shifted in their voting. Why did not

the management committee choose the value-maximizing capital budget? Propose

some remedies.

Exercise 2 Small Corp. is investigating a possible new project (Project X) which

would affect corporate cash-flows as follows.

CF of Small Corp. without project X

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5

CF 150 175 185 185 195 200

CF of Small Corp. with project X

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5

CF 110 165 200 205 210 213
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(i) Compute the project cash-flow.

(ii) If the term structure of interest rates is flat, with a 8% annually compounded

interest rate,

(ii-a) what is the PV of the project?

(ii-b) What is the hurdle rate?

(ii-c) Without computation, do you think the IRR will be larger or smaller

than the appropriate hurdle rate?

Let Bt be the price per 100 of face value of a zero coupon (risk free) bond maturing

at date t. Suppose that B1 = 94, B2 = 88.2, B3 = 81.5, B4 = 76, and B5 = 73.

(iii) Determine zero-coupon rates for years 1 to 5 and compute the project’s NPV.

(iv) Determine the appropriate hurdle rate and calculate the IRR for Project X

(use and excel spreadsheet).

(v) Based on the IRR, should Small Corp. implement the project?

(vi) If cash-flows signs are reversed, what is the hurdle rate and IRR? What is

Small Corp. decision?

Exercise 3 Samsam Inc. has just installed a brand new equipment for its manufac-

turing unit. The initial acquisition cost is 10000 at the set up date. The maintenance

costs are 2000 for the first year, and increase by 1000 for each following year if the

machine is not replaced. The riskless rate is 10% per year.

(i) What is the cost of the machine if the company decides to replace it every

year? every two years? (Hint: compute the PV of the cost of the first machine, and

repeat it over time)

(ii) Can you find a general formula if the machine is replaced every t years?

(iii) What is the optimal (cost-minimizing) replacement frequency?

Exercise 4 (Exam 2006-2007) Discuss (briefly) whether the following sentence

is valid: “Modigliani and Miller ignore the fact that when you increase your leverage,

you have to pay higher interest rates ”

Exercise 5 (Exam 2006-2007) Hot Shot Uranium Mines is issuing stocks for the

first time, and needs to determine an initial proportion of debt and equity. In its

first years, the firm will have substantial tax write-offs as it amortizes the uranium

in the mine. In later years however, it will have high taxable earnings. Make a

proposal regarding the firm’s optimal capital structure and future payout policy.

Exercise 6 (Exam 2006-2007) Hunter Industries has generated $1 million in ex-

cess of its investment needs. The firm can invest the excess cash in Treasury bonds
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at 8 percent, or distribute the cash to shareholders as a dividend. Assume that the

corporate tax rate is 40 percent, and that the firm is owned by three different kinds

of taxpayers. The first type is tax exempt, the second type has a 25 percent marginal

tax rate, and the third type has a 40 percent marginal tax rate. Describe the decision

preferred by the three different investors, indicating the reasons for the decision and

providing calculations to show your conclusions.

Exercise 7 (Exam 2007-2008) Maytag merges with Whirlpool. Assume that May-

tag’s price/earnings ratio is 20 and Whirlpool is 15. If Maytag accounts for 60%

of the earnings of the merged firm, and if there are no synergies between the two

merged firms, what is the price/earnings ratio of the merged firm?

Exercise 8 (Exam 2007-2008) Nero Violin has the following capital structure:

Security Beta Total market value

Debt 0 100

Preferred stocks 0.2 40

Common stock 1.2 299

(i) What is the firm asset beta?

(ii) If the CAPM is correct, what discount rate should Nero set for investments

that expand the scale of its operations without changing its asset beta? Assume a

risk-free rate of 5% and a market risk premium of 6%.

Exercise 9 (Exam 2007-2008) A firm has a machine that will produce cash-flows

of 210 if the economy is good and 80 if the economy is bad. The good and bad states

occur with equal probability. Initially, the firm has 100 shares outstanding and debt

with a face value of 50. All agents are risk neutral and the riskless interest rate is

zero. There are no taxes.

(i) What is the share price of the firm?

Suppose that the firm unexpectedly announces that it will issue additional debt,

with the same seniority as the existing debt, and a face value of 50. The firm uses

the entire proceeds to repurchase some of the outstanding shares.

(ii) Determine the interest rate and market price of the new debt.

(iii) Just after the announcement, what will the price of a share jump to? (Hint:

compute also the number of shares that will be repurchased with the debt proceeds.)

(iv) Show that a shareholder with 20% of the share outstanding is better off as a

result of this transaction.

(v) Show how the Modigliani-Miller theorem still holds. (Hint: compute the firm

value.)
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Exercise 10 (Exam 2007-2008) A firm has an investment project requiring an

initial outlay of 125. The firm has an initial endowment of A < 125. The project

cash-flow depend on the level of risk chosen by the shareholders. This level of risk

is unobservable for outside investors. Everyone is risk-neutral and the risk-free rate

is zero.

According to the riskiness of the strategy chosen, the cash-flow distribution is the

following:

Cash-flow 180 150 60

Low risk 1/3 1/3 1/3

High risk 1/3+1/10 1/3-1/5 1/3+1/10

The time-line is the following:

Contract is signed
Investment is made

Level of risk is chosen by
shareholder (unobserved)

Cash-flow

The firm decides to issue debt: it has to borrow (125− A) at an interest rate of

i. Denote R = (125− A)(1 + i).

(i) Is it possible to find an equilibrium in which the shareholders can obtain debt

financing for the project, and in which they choose the high risk strategy?

(ii) Write down the two conditions under which an equilibrium with debt financ-

ing is possible.

(iii) For which values of A is it possible to finance the project?

Exercise 11 The idea of this exercise is that you compute the betas for some cor-

porations using data from http://finance.yahoo.com/. Thus, you have to complete

the following table and provide explanations for your computations.

Betas for selected US common stocks, August 2000–July 2005

Corporation Beta

AT&T Inc. 0.77

The Coca-cola Company

Exxon Mobil Corp.

General Electric Co.

Hewlett Packard Company

McDonald’s Corp.

Microsoft Corporation 1.31

Xerox Corp.

Note: The S&P 500 Index is used to estimate the return on the market portfolio.
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You may want to do the following:

— Go to http://finance.yahoo.com/ (you can also use http://www.google.com/finance),

choose a corporation (or the S&P 500 Index), go to the Historical Prices’s page,

choose the set range (on the top of the page; select MONTHLY data), and download

the information to a spreadsheet (on the bottom of the page).

— Compute the monthly returns for each corporation and the S&P 500 Index.

— Compute the betas. In Excel you may want to use the function LINEST, or

the functions COVAR and VARP. I will we happier if you explain which function

did you use and why.

— Check your results with the table above and complete it.
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